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In this article, we prove an existence result for a nonlocal boundary value
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1. INTRODUCTION
  1Ž .Let E be the interval 0, 1 of the real line  and let N: C E, 
1Ž .L E, be a continuous operator. In this article we provide sufficient
conditions for the existence of solutions of the initial value problem
1.1 Lx t  x t Nx t , a.a. t E and x 0  0,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
which satisfy a restriction of the form
1.2 Tx 0,Ž .
1Ž .with T : C E,  being continuous and linear.
In particular we are interested in the case where the situation is at
resonance, namely when
1.3 ker L  ker T ,Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž .thus L being not invertible in ker L . If these two spaces intersect at the
 origin, we have the non-resonance case and, as one can see in 4 , things
are simple, in the sense that an operator is immediately formulated and
then we seek for a fixed point of it. In the resonance case the problem is
209
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approached in several ways. The more classical one is to decompose the
Ž .space ker T in the form of a direct sum of subspaces, one of which is
Ž .ker L , and then to work with the corresponding projections on these
spaces. For this method, and for another look at boundary value problems
 at resonance, one can consult, for instance, 8 . Boundary value problems
for second order differential equations at resonance were the subject of
 many articles among which we refer to 13, 6, 7 and the references
therein. Here we find it more appropriate to follow the method which is
 based on the coincidence degree theory of Mawhin 5 , where the key tool
is the following fact:
Ž .Let A be the one-dimensional space of linear functions y t  ct, tc
  Ž .0, 1 with c and let J: A be the natural isomorphism J y  c.c
Then for each open and bounded subset U of A with 0U it holds that
deg J , U, 0  sgn J y  sgn J 0  0.Ž . Ž . Ž .J Ž y .0 cc
 We extend the results obtained in 2 , under the condition that the
response is made by a sublinear Caratheodory function of Nemytskii type.
This is obtained in the last part of our article as an application of our main
result.
Finally we notice that our conditions permit us to provide a priori
Ž . Ž .bounds for the solutions of the general problem 1.1 , 1.2 at resonance,
Ž .namely when 1.3 is satisfied.
2. SOME PRELIMINARIES AND THE ASSUMPTIONS
First we present some preliminaries needed to understand how the fixed
 point result of Mawhin 5 is concerned.
Ž .Let X and Z be real Banach spaces and let L: D L  X Z be a
Ž .linear operator which is Fredholm of index zero. This means that Im L is
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..closed in Z and dim ker L  dim Z Im L 	. Consider supple-
Ž .mentary subspaces X and Z such that X ker L 
 X and Z1 1 1
Ž . Ž .Im L 
 Z and let P: X ker L and Q: Z Z be the corresponding1 1
Ž . Ž Ž . .  4natural projections. It is clear that ker L  D L  X  0 ; thus the1
ˆ ˆrestriction L L is invertible. Denote by K the inverse of L andDŽ L. X1
ˆ Ž .let K K I Q , where I is the identity on Z.z z
Ž .Now, let  be an open bounded subset of X with D L . A
map N: cl  Z is said to be L-compact in cl  if the operators QN:
ˆcl  Z and KN: cl  X are compact.1 1
To obtain our existence results we use the following fixed point of
 Mawhin 5 .
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THEOREM 2.1. Assume that L is Fredholm of index zero and N is
L-compact on cl . Moreoer assume that
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž . Ž .. 1 Lx Nx for all  0, 1 and x D L  ker L   .
Ž . Ž . Ž .2 Nx Im L for all x ker L  .
Ž . Ž Ž . .3 deg QN,  ker L , 0  0.
Ž .Then the equation LxNx admits at least one solution in D L .
1Ž .Next we present our notations and assumptions. For each x C E,
    Ž .  4  we denote by x the real number sup x t : t E . The function  is a
norm on the linear space
C1 E,  x C1 E, : x 0  0 . 4Ž . Ž . Ž .0
1Ž .   1It is clear that C E, is a Banach space. Also let  be the usualL0
1Ž . 2, 1Ž . Ž .seminorm of L E, . Finally we denote by W E, the Sobolev
1Ž .space of all x C E, with x absolutely continuous on E and x 0
1Ž .L E, .
Ž . 1Ž .Let L: D L  L E, be the differential operator
Lx x ,
where
D L  xW 2, 1 E, : Tx 0 . 4Ž . Ž .
Also we assume that the following conditions are fulfilled:
Ž .  .A1 There is a nondecreasing continuous function w: 0,	 
 .0,	 , with
w r 1Ž .
2.1 lim sup  ,Ž . r	 r 2
such that
  1   1Nx  w x for all x C E, .Ž . Ž .L 0
Ž .It is clear that 2.1 implies that for each m 0 the quantity
R m  sup r 0 : rm	 w r 4Ž . Ž .
Ž .is a finite real number. This is equivalent to saying that if rm	 w r ,
Ž .then r R m .
Let
t 1Hx t  t s Nx s ds, x C E, .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H 0
0
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Ž . Ž .  Ž . A2 There is a M  0 such that for any xD L with x t M ,1 1
t E, it holds that Hx ker T.
1 2Ž . Ž . Ž .A3 It holds that T 	  0, where 	 t  t , t E.2
Ž . Ž .A4 Let x t  ct, t. Then there is a certain M  0 such thatc 2
either
 i cT 	 T Hx  0, c M ,Ž . Ž . Ž .c 2
or
 ii cT 	 T Hx  0, c M .Ž . Ž . Ž .c 2
3. MAIN RESULTS
Our main results of this article are stated in the following theorem.
Ž .THEOREM 3.1. Consider functions N and T satisfying Ai , i 1, . . . , 4
Ž . Ž . Ž . 1Ž .and 1.3 . Then the problem 1.1 , 1.2 has at least one solution x C E,0
with
 x max M , R M , M . 4Ž .1 1 2
Ž .Proof. Let 
 denote any real number greater than M , R M , and M1 1 2
Ž . Ž .and consider a point y Im L . Then x  y, for some xD L . Hence
x t  x 0 t	 Ky t , t E,Ž . Ž . Ž .
where
t
Ky t  t s y s ds, t E.Ž . Ž . Ž .H
0
Ž .Since Tx 0, we get TKy 0, because of 1.3 . Conversely, let y
1Ž .L E, with TKy 0. Then, if for some c, we define
x t  ct	 Ky t , t E,Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž .we get x 0  0 and x  y. Thus
Tx T cI 	 Ky  TKy 0,Ž .E
Ž .where I t  t, t E. This shows thatE
Im L  y L1 E, : TKy 0 . 4Ž . Ž .
1Ž .Next take any y L E, and write it in the form
y t  y t 	 y t , t E,Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2
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where
TKy
y  yQy , y Qy and Qy .1 2 T	
Then observe that
TK IQ y TKy Qy T	 0,Ž . Ž .
1Ž . Ž . Ž .where I is the identity of the space L E, . Moreover Im L  ker Q
Ž .and the two subspaces Im L and  are intersected at the origin only,
Ž .because of hypothesis A3 . The previous arguments guarantee the decom-
position
L1 E,  Im L 
,Ž . Ž .
while, on the other hand, we have
dim ker L  1 dim.Ž .Ž .
Ž .  4Notice that Ker L  ct : t E, c . Hence L is a Fredholm operator
of index zero.
1Ž .Now, for each x C E, we set0
Px t  x 0 t , t E,Ž . Ž .
X  ker P ,Ž .1
and define
ˆ L L .DŽ L. X1
Ž .Then, for any xD L  X , we have1
ˆKLx x ,
Ž .while for any y Im L we have
LˆKy y.
Thus
ˆ1K L on Im L .Ž .
1 Ž .Finally we notice that for each y L E, it holds that0
    13.1 Ky  y .Ž . L
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We claim that the following facts hold:
Ž . Ž . Ž .Fact a . If for some  0, 1 an element xD L  ker L satisfies
 the equation Lx Nx, then x  
.
Ž . Ž . Ž .Indeed, let xD L  ker L with Lx Nx and  0, 1 . Then
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Nx Im L  ker Q , so Hx ker T . In this case assumption A2
 Ž . implies the existence of a time t  E with x t M . From the0 0 1
identity
t
x t  x t 	 x s ds,Ž . Ž . Ž .H0
t0
we get
        1x 0  x max x t : t E M 	 Nx . 4Ž . Ž . L1
Ž . Ž .Since xD L  ker L , we have
I P x t  x Px t  x t  x 0 t .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
Ž . Ž .Hence I P xD L  X . Also we have LPx 0 and, moreover,1
Ž .from 3.1 ,
ˆ ˆ 1     I P x  KL I P x  L I P xŽ . Ž . Ž . L
  1   1   1 L I P x  Lx  Nx .Ž . L L L
Therefore
          1x  Px 	 I P x  x 0 	 NxŽ . Ž . L
  1  M 	 2 Nx M 	 2w x ,Ž .L1 1
Ž .   Ž . Ž .which, from A1 , implies that x  R M . This proves Fact a .1
Ž . Ž . Ž .  Fact b . Each x ker L , with Nx Im L , satisfies x  
.
Ž . Ž . Ž .Indeed, each x ker L is written in the form x t  x t  ct, t E,c
Ž .for some c. Since Nx  Im L , we have TKNx  0, or THx  0.c c c
Ž .  Ž .     From A2 we get a t  E with x t M , namely c  x M ,0 0 1 c 1
Ž .which proves Fact b .
Ž . Ž . Ž .Fact c . Let J: Ker L  be the linear isomorphism J x  c,c
Ž Ž .. Ž .c. We will show that if A4 i holds and x t  ct, t E satisfiesc
Ž . Ž .   Jx 	 1  QNx  0, for some  0, 1 , then x  
.c c c
Indeed, let x be such a function. Thenc
TKNxcc	 1   0.Ž .
T	
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  Ž Ž ..Since  1 and c M , from A4 i we have2
c2 1
0  cTKNx  0,c1  T 	Ž .
 a contradiction, since H KN. Thus x M  
.c 2
Ž Ž ..Similarly, we can see that if A4 ii holds, then each x  ct, t Ec
Ž .  which satisfies the relation  Jx 	 1  QNx  0, for some  0, 1 ,c c
 satisfies x  
, too.c
Ž .Summarizing the three previous facts we conclude that if B 0, 
 is the
1Ž .open ball in C E with center the origin and radius 
, then for each0
Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž . Ž .x D L Ker L  B 0, 
 and  0, 1 it holds that Lx Nx,
Ž . Ž .while for each xKer L  B 0, 
 it holds that
Nx Im LŽ .
and
 Jx	 1  QNx 0,Ž .
Ž Ž ..if A4 i is satisfied, or
 Jx	 1  QNx 0,Ž .
Ž Ž ..if A4 ii is satisfied.
Next, we set
H x ,   Jx	 1  QNx ,Ž . Ž .
Ž Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž Ž ...with the sign  in the case of A4 i and 	 in the case of A4 ii .
From the homotopy property of the degree and the fact we noticed in the
Introduction, we get
deg QN , ker L B 0, 
 , 0  deg H x , 0 , ker L B 0, 
 , 0Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
 deg J , ker L B 0, 
 , 0  0.Ž .Ž .
Ž .By observing that N is L-compact on cl , where  B 0, 
 , we apply
Ž .Theorem 2.1 of Mawhin and get the existence of a solution x  B 0, 
 of

Ž . Ž .  Ž . 4the boundary value problem 1.1 , 1.2 , for all 
max M , R M , M1 1 2
 
 . Taking a C1-limit of x as 
 
 and using continuous depen-0 
 0
dence arguments together with the ArzelaAscoli theorem we conclude
the desired result.
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4. APPLICATIONS
Here we restrict our attention to the case where the operator N is a
Nemytskii operator, namely to the boundary value problem
e x t  f t , x t , x t , a.a. t E,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
c x 0  0,Ž . Ž .1
1
c x s dg s  0,Ž . Ž . Ž .H2
0
at resonance, i.e., in case
g 1  g 0  0,Ž . Ž .
where f : I	2 is a function satisfying Caratheodory’s conditions
and g : I is a function of bounded variation. Notice that at the
Ž . Ž .non-resonance case, i.e., if g 1  g 0  0, we have proved existence
 results for this problem in 4 .
  Ž . Ž .As we pointed out in 4 , the general boundary value problem e , c ,1
Ž . Ž .c includes as a special case the multi-point boundary value problems e ,2
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .c , c and e , c , c , where c and c stand for the1 2 1 2 2 2
multi-point boundary conditions
m
c x 1   x Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý2 i i
i1
and
m
c x 1   x  ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý2 i i
i1
respectively. In these conditions  and  , i 1, . . . , m are real constantsi i
Ž .with  in the interval 0, 1 . These problems at resonance have been alsoi
 studied recently by Feng and Webb in 1 and their results are here
extended.
Ž . Ž .In order to apply Theorem 3.1 for the boundary value problem e ,
Ž . Ž .c , c we require the following conditions:1 2
Ž . 1Ž .H1 There exist functions p, q, in L E such that
     f t , u ,   p t u 	 q t  	  tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .
for all t I and u ,  2 .Ž .
and
1
   p 	 q  .1 1 2
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Ž . Ž .H2 There exists a constant m  0 such that for any xD L , if1
 Ž . x t m for all t I, then1
s1
f  , x  , x  d dg s  0.Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H H
0 0
Ž .H3 There is a certain constant m  0 such that either2
s1 1
 s dg s f  , c , c d dg s  0, c mŽ . Ž . Ž .H H H 2ž / ž /0 0 0
or
s1 1
 s dg s f  , c , c d dg s  0 c m .Ž . Ž . Ž .H H H 2ž / ž /0 0 0
Now we can prove the following theorem:
THEOREM 4.1. Assume that f : I	2 is a Caratheodory function
and let g : I be a function of bounded ariation, such that
1
H4 g 1  g 0  0 and s dg s  0.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H
0
Ž .Suppose also that assumptions H i , i 1, 2, 3, are satisfied.
Ž . Ž . Ž .Then the boundary alue problem e , c , c has at least one solution1 2
1Ž .x C E, with0
  1m 	  L1
 x max m , , m .1 2½ 51 1   1 p  qL L
Proof. Here we have
  1   1   1w r  p 	 q r	  .Ž . Ž .L L L
Ž .Thus the assumptions H i , i 1, . . . , 4 are direct consequences of the
Ž .assumptions A i , 1 1, . . . , 4. So, the proof follows from Theorem 3.1.
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